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Abstract 

Facing the complex and severe risk prevention and control situation, the financial industry 

is stepping up the formulation of relevant technical standards. To effectively ensure the 

application of technical standards, this article takes the prominent problems of traditional risk 

prevention and control systems such as data islands, computing power limitations, and long 

model iteration cycles as the entry point. Based on emerging technologies such as machine 

learning, a new design scheme for a smart risk prevention and control platform based on big 

data is proposed. The platform adopts the design concept of "large and medium platform", and 

adopts the overall framework and implementation method of "five layers and two domains". 

The closed-loop of risk prevention and control gives full play to the value of risk prevention 

and control of financial big data; secondly, the coupling between the layers is low, the 

dependence is small, and the applications in the layers use distributed architecture, which 

makes horizontal expansion convenient; at the same time, deployment from production, The 

two dimensions of business operation have carried out specific implementation and combined 

application of related functional modules, which maximizes the stability of system operation 

and the flexibility of business applications. The design scheme and implementation method 

proposed in this paper can better meet the risk prevention and control needs of commercial 

banks, thereby supporting the business transformation and high-quality development of 

commercial banks in the digital economy era. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the importance of preventing and controlling financial risks has become 

increasingly prominent due to multiple factors such as increasing downward pressure on the 

macroeconomy, stricter regulatory requirements, intensified market competition, and 

escalation of crime patterns. As a financial intermediary agency, commercial banks are 

essentially risk-taking and managing [1]. With the increase in the complexity of the financial 

system and the acceleration of global financial integration, the business environment of 

commercial banks is becoming increasingly complex, and risks facing further increase; in the 

new situation, intelligent risk prevention and control capabilities have become the key to 

commercial banks gaining competitive advantages. Cultivating big data risk prevention and 

control capabilities based on new technologies such as big data, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and 

biometrics, and accelerating the application of intelligent risk prevention and control platforms, 
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has become a hot spot for experts and scholars in the financial field. Chen Xi [2] combined big 

data technology and AI technology, by introducing built-in analysis tools and monitoring 

modules, designed and implemented a risk-oriented intelligent audit system for the audit 

department of commercial banks. Paper [3] Given the business security problems faced by 

internet companies during the rapid business growth, a security risk prevention and control 

platform based on a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) framework was studied. Paper [4] is 

based on the design of the risk prevention and control system's architecture, rule engine, and 

threshold system, and introduces in detail a real-time business risk prevention and control 

system based on the rule engine and using AI algorithms. The paper [5] discusses the important 

role of the big data risk prevention and control platform in the development of financial credit 

from the conceptual characteristics and theoretical basis of the application of the big data risk 

prevention and control platform and analyzes the big data risk prevention and control using a 

company as a case. Problems existing in the process of platform construction and operation 

development and put forward countermeasures and suggestions. At present, most risk 

prevention and control application systems are logically processed for specific transaction 

scenarios or business needs, and there is no real-time, dynamic, updateable, and extensible risk 

prevention and control system [6]. This paper takes the design framework and implementation 

methods of the intelligent risk prevention and control platform as the research object, discussing 

the urgent needs of commercial banks for the intelligent risk prevention and control platform 

under the background of digital transformation; at the same time, based on a lot of practical 

experience, starting from the key technologies of the big data intelligent platform, Propose a 

high-availability, high-reuse, easy-scalable, and easy-scalable risk prevention and control 

platform architecture and design method of each functional module; taking the intelligent risk 

prevention and control platform deployed by a financial institution as an example, the method 

is explained from the perspective of application Based on the actual results, suggestions are 

made for the application development of the intelligent risk prevention and control platform. 

 

2. Requirement analysis for building an intelligent risk prevention and 
control platform 

The traditional risk prevention and control system is mainly based on qualitative risk 

management [8]. However, the risk prevention and control system designed and developed 

based on the traditional architecture can no longer meet the needs of rapid business 

development, which is prominent in the following three aspects. 

The close connection between the risk prevention and control system and the business 

system leads to duplication of construction and data islands [3]. Traditional system design 

usually adopts a vertical application architecture, and the risk prevention and control system 

are often used as a sub-module of the business system; in the early days when the business form 

is relatively single, the problem of this architecture is not prominent, but with the acceleration 

of business innovation, this architecture will lead to a lot of repeated function construction. For 

example, a commercial bank repeated the construction of multiple systems with similar 

functions, such as a credit card risk prevention and control system, a mobile banking risk 

prevention and control system, and an online payment risk prevention and control system, 

resulting in high costs for system maintenance and upgrading; such an architecture is also not 

conducive to data Precipitation, various risk prevention and control systems are difficult to 

connect, and the data perspective can only be limited to the business scenarios in which they 

are connected, and it is impossible to establish a global risk prevention and control strategy. 
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The limitation of stand-alone storage and computing power leads to the limitation of the 

calculation range of risk prevention and control features. The core of the risk prevention and 

control system is the calculation of risk characteristics, that is, the calculation of statistical 

indicators in a window of time from different dimensions such as cards, merchants, and 

equipment, to describe the level of risk. The time window span of statistical indicators and the 

complexity of statistical functions are directly Determines the strength of risk prevention and 

control capabilities. However, the traditional minicomputer architecture represented by 

AIX/DB2 can generally only increase the processing capacity by increasing the single Central 

Processing Unit (CPU), memory, disk, etc., which is costly. With the advent of the digital 

interconnection era, the processing of high-concurrency transaction behaviors seems 

inadequate. 

Unable to cope with the endless new frauds. The current form of crime has changed from 

individualization and workshop type to groupization, specialization, intelligence, and 

internationalization. Network black and gray products such as fake base stations, automated 

scripts, and traffic hijacking have formed a huge industrial chain, further reducing crime costs. 

However, the traditional risk prevention and control system still relies heavily on the expert 

rules of "post-analysis", and the rule parameters and model variables have a long iterative cycle, 

which cannot meet the new requirements of "pre-identification and mid-event". In addition, 

subject to the underlying data governance and model training environment, relying solely on 

machine learning algorithms cannot solve all risk prevention and control problems. 

 

3. Key technologies of intelligent risk prevention and control platform based 
on big data 

To build an intelligent risk prevention and control platform that can effectively support big 

data applications involves several key technologies such as big data processing, real-time 

computing, and machine learning algorithms [10]. 

 

3.1. Big data processing 

Big data can be summarized as "massive data and complex types of data" [9][10]. Hadoop 

is a typical big data batch processing architecture. It has developed into a complete ecosystem 

with functional modules such as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), MapReduce, and 

HBase as the core Error! Reference source not found., supports distributed processing of 

files on large cluster servers. 

The computing tasks of large-scale data are decomposed and then distributed to many 

computing nodes for completion. Among them, HDFS is responsible for the distributed storage 

of large-scale files in multiple servers, which is suitable for the storage and reading of massive 

data [12]; MapReduce implements task decomposition and scheduling, and is responsible for 

coordinating computing tasks in parallel operations on multiple machines [12]; Hbase is a 

distributed non-relational database running on the HDFS file system, mainly used to store 

unstructured and semi-structured loose data, and supports real-time random read and write of 

data. 

Spark is another well-known batch data processing platform system, but unlike Mapreduce, 

which stores intermediate calculation results on disk, it stores intermediate calculation results 

in memory to reduce data landing during the iteration process, achieve efficient data sharing, 

and improve iterative calculations Efficiency [13]. 
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3.2. Real-time computing 

Hadoop and other methods of operating static data in batches are difficult to meet application 

requirements when processing real-time requirements. The streaming calculation can directly 

process the continuous data stream in motion, calculate the data while receiving the data, and 

realize the second-level response. Storm and Flink are important representatives of streaming 

computing frameworks. The storm is distributed and streaming data processing system 

supported by Twitter. It adopts a master-slave architecture, including a master node and 

multiple slave nodes [14]; the master node is responsible for the management of system 

resources and the coordination of tasks. The node is responsible for performing specific tasks. 

Flink is a distributed processing engine developed by the Apache Software Foundation to 

execute arbitrary stream data in a data-parallel and pipeline manner [15]. The outstanding 

feature is that all tasks are processed as streams; batch data can be used as a special case of 

stream data. Therefore, Flink supports the processing of batch data and stream data at the same 

time and uses multi-threading to greatly improve the efficiency of CPU usage. It has the 

characteristics of high throughput, low latency, high reliability, and accurate calculation. 

Real-time computing is also inseparable from the support of the message system and 

memory database. Kafka is the representative of distributed publish and subscribes message 

components [16]. It is developed by the Apache Software Foundation and supports central 

stream data processing; the publisher publishes messages to the broker, and the subscriber 

subscribes to the message to process the stream data and integrate the message system The 

combination of storage system and stream processing system constitutes a flexible and scalable 

stream data processing platform. Redis is a data structure storage system that stores data in the 

form of key-value and runs in memory. It can be used as a database, cache, and message 

middleware. It is suitable for processing high concurrency and large data volumes and can 

overcome single-use relationships. The slow disk read/write speed and other serious 

performance drawbacks caused by the large-scale database to save data. 

 

3.3. Machine learning 

Traditional data analysis techniques are based on specific tasks and use present methods to 

analyze data hiding laws. Machine learning is to automatically discover laws in historical data 

and use the laws to classify or predict unknown data. Common machine learning algorithms 

include supervised algorithms, unsupervised algorithms, semi-supervised algorithms, and 

graph algorithms. 

Because there is no need to label the data set, the corresponding training cost is low, but the 

training effect is difficult to quantify 

The supervised algorithm uses the identified data as the training set to build a functional 

model and then uses the model to predict unknown samples, such as logistic regression, random 

forest, etc. The training effect of the model with prior knowledge as input is relatively good, 

but the data needs to be manually labeled, So the training cost is relatively high. The 

unsupervised algorithm acquires the internal patterns and statistical laws of the data through 

the learning of the unidentified sample set data, such as K-means clustering, principal 

component factor analysis, etc.; Because there is no need to label the data set, the corresponding 

training cost is low, but the training effect is difficult to quantify. The semi-supervised 

algorithm is a combination of supervised and unsupervised. In the training process, a small part 

of the labeled data and most of the unlabeled data are used for training and learning, such as a 

label propagation algorithm. The graph algorithm uses the relationship network to establish a 
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global relationship diagram through information such as the behavior of individuals and then 

finds groups with a certain behavior pattern on the global relationship diagram. 

 

4. The overall framework design of an intelligent risk prevention and 
control platform based on big data 
 

4.1. Design objectives 

To comply with the digital transformation of the banking industry, from the perspective of 

platform positioning, the risk prevention, and control system should not be regarded as a 

subsidiary subsystem of the business system, but should be regarded as an important part of the 

"big and middle platform". All business data, everything "data business" has gradually become 

an industry consensus. The risk prevention and control platform need to have complete data 

access capabilities. Through the flexible message structure design, it can actively or passively 

collect data from various business systems in real-time, complete risk assessment, and perform 

risk prevention and control actions. 

Real-time decision-making has gradually become the standard configuration of risk 

prevention and control systems. However, the investment of hardware resources also far 

exceeds that of quasi-real-time and batch systems. How to maximize the use of computing 

resources is an unavoidable problem. We should make full use of the advantages of big data 

platforms to process massive amounts of data, and balance computing resources from two 

aspects. On the one hand, the calculation of indicator features should be divided into online and 

offline categories, and the big data platform should calculate and complete multiple features in 

advance; On the one hand, the model is divided into online models and offline models. For risk 

prevention and control scenarios that prioritize timeliness, the online supervised tree model is 

used to improve model calculation efficiency. For risk prevention and control scenarios that 

prioritize analysis breadth, offline Unsupervised and complex network models to maximize 

potential risks. 

Risk prevention and control is a hot area of AI technology application. Various software 

packages and modeling tools are becoming more and more perfect. Risk prevention and control 

models based on massive samples and mathematical statistics are gradually replacing risk 

prevention and control rules based on small samples and expert experience. However, the risk 

prevention and control model also face the practical difficulties of long iteration cycle and 

difficult iteration. Therefore, in the design of the risk prevention and control platform, the 

integration of the model training environment and the operating environment should be 

considered, and the model iteration configuration should be a lightweight update that business 

personnel can independently operate so that there is no need to rely on the update of the entire 

risk prevention and control platform; Under the premise of data desensitization, try to ensure 

the data consistency between the modeling environment and the operating environment as 

much as possible to avoid the difference of the model's offline performance from causing model 

iteration failure. 

 

4.2. Frame composition 

The overall framework proposed in this paper is shown in [Figure 1], which vertically covers 

five functional layers: risk data layer, feature calculation layer, risk model layer, decision 

engine layer, and business access layer. The risk data layer includes the underlying data mart, 

various dimensions of data tags, and good data management functions; the feature calculation 

layer also supports online calculation of real-time data and offline calculation of batch data, 
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and realizes the feature calculation function through a unified feature calculation scheduling 

module The risk model layer is mainly used to deploy supervised, unsupervised, semi-

supervised, complex network and other machine learning algorithms, and has the full life cycle 

management functions of model training, verification, and deployment; the decision engine 

layer completes each For the configuration and management of risk prevention and control 

rules, the calculation results of the risk model can be called when the rules are executed, and 

the final decision is to block, suspend or warn the transaction; the business access layer 

completes the docking with each business system, according to the unified The filtering 

standards of risk prevention and control elements complete data collection and matching of 

various black and gray lists. In addition, it is horizontally divided into production deployment 

modules and business operation modules. The core functional modules related to online 

transaction processing belong to the production deployment module, while the supporting 

parameters, rules, models, features, data, and other management modules belong to the business 

operation module; The production deployment module should focus on the stability of the 

platform operation, and the business operation module needs to have a good human-computer 

interaction interface to ensure that business personnel can flexibly configure related content 

according to their needs. 

 

Filter Risk Control Elements Match The List
Parameter 

Management

Intercept Add List
Warning 
Prompt

Pause

Supervised Unsupervised GraphX
Semi-

supervised

Online Calculation Offline Calculation

The Data Mart Data Labels

Rule Management

Model Management

Characteristics 
Management

Data Management

Production deployment Business operations

Service access layer

Decision making layer

Risk model layer

Characteristic 
computing layer

Risk data layer

 

Figure 1. The overall framework 

5. Implementation of function module of intelligent risk prevention and 
control platform based on big data 
 

5.1. Risk data layer 

The risk data layer is located at the bottom of the platform, which mainly includes two 

functional modules: data mart and data label, and two data management modules, data query 

and data management as shown in [Figure 2]. 
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The Data Mart

Business DataRisk Data External Data

Data Labels

Dimensions: People, Cards, Merchants, Equipment...

Types: Fraud Risk, Credit Risk, Legal Risk...

Data Query

Label Management

 

Figure 2. Risk data layer structure 

5.1.1. Datamart 

By building a Hadoop ecosystem, the storage and governance of massive business data, risk 

data, and external data are realized. The key to business data is to associate transactions initiated 

by the same customer from different channels through a unique primary key (such as account 

number, user identification number) to form a complete historical transaction sequence and 

solve the problem of data islands from the source. Risk data is a black and gray list accumulated 

in the daily risk prevention and control operations, such as card numbers that have been stolen, 

merchants suspected of telecom fraud, cardholders who maliciously refuse to pay, etc. External 

data is external supplementary data obtained through industry joint prevention and control, such 

as mobile phone base station positioning data provided by operators, real-name authentication 

data provided by public security departments, etc. 

 

5.1.2. Data label 

Based on the data mart, through data extraction, conversion, and loading, multi-dimensional 

data labels such as persons, cards, merchants, and equipment are formed, and label 

classifications are formed according to the main risk types. The data label is not static but is 

continuously extended and expanded as the basic data is updated. For example, according to 

the fraud card in the risk data, the merchant with the highest degree of crossover is obtained by 

associating the historical data, thereby adding a data label of the suspected information leakage 

point to the merchant. 

 

5.1.3. Data management 

Data management can be achieved by docking with big data queries and analysis engines 

such as hive or impala. Business personnel can easily query the data stored in the data mart to 

carry out daily risk investigation and modeling preparation. It can also process and maintain 

the data tag library. 

 

5.2. Feature calculation layer 

The feature calculation layer is responsible for the calculation of online features and offline 

features. The calculated features are uniformly loaded into the distributed memory, and they 

are called by the upper model and rules as shown in [Figure 3]. 
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Figure 3. Feature calculation layer structure 

5.2.1. Online calculation 

The online calculation module is usually responsible for calculating the indicator 

characteristics within the day and is used to describe the current behavior change track, such as 

the number of failed transactions of a card within 30 minutes, and the number of failed 

transactions of a merchant within 90 minutes. Since the transaction data of the day has not been 

released in the data mart, the data source for calculation comes from the data collected in real-

time, and it continuously enters the streaming computing engine through Kafka and other 

message queue components, and then the streaming computing engine passes through the 

sliding window. The real-time calculation is completed in this way, and the calculation results 

are loaded into the distributed cache in real-time. The online feature management module can 

flexibly configure the calculation objects, calculation functions, window sizes, matching 

conditions, etc. of online features through structured query language (SQL) statements and 

visual interfaces, and support real-time effect after the configuration is completed. 

 

5.2.2. Offline calculation 

The offline calculation module is usually responsible for calculating historical characteristics 

before T-1 day and is used to describe long-term behavior characteristics, such as 7-day, 30-

day, and 6-month characteristics. Typical examples include the standard deviation of the daily 

transaction volume of the merchant within 30 days, and the card in 6 major cities where 

transactions occurred within a month, etc. Due to the long period of calculation and a large 

amount of data, it is necessary to schedule a big data distributed cluster to complete the feature 

calculation. After the calculation is completed, a feature file is generated and loaded into the 

distributed memory through daily timing loading. The offline feature management module is 

mainly used to manage big data computing tasks, including computing logic and computing 

cycles; due to the high cost of computing resources for offline features, a corresponding 

monitoring mechanism is also required. If the computing time of a certain task is found to be 

overtime, then the elastic expansion of computing resources should be completed as soon as 

possible. 
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5.3. Risk model layer 

The risk model layer not only undertakes the task of machine learning model calculation but 

also needs to be responsible for the full life cycle management of the model. It mainly includes 

model training, model testing, and model running function modules as shown in [Figure 4]. 

 

Model Training

Model Design

Model Validation

Modeling Environment

Model Test

Characteristic 
Consistency

Grading Consistency

Gray Environment

Model Run

Online Model

Offline Model

The Production 
Environment

Risk Data Layer

Export 
model

Deployment 
model

 

Figure 4. Risk model layer structure 

5.3.1 Model training 

Model training first needs to extract the data required for modeling from the risk data layer, 

and complete the desensitization of sensitive personal information such as card number, mobile 

phone number, and ID number through the hash algorithm during the extraction process; 

secondly, perform data cleaning and Feature screening; the final step is model building, which 

completes algorithm selection and model verification. In addition, to improve modeling 

efficiency, the modeling environment supports commonly used modeling tools and algorithm 

packages such as Python, SAS, R, etc., to generate model files in a standard format after the 

model indicators reach the expected target, that is, the model is finalized. 

 

5.3.2. Model test 

To reduce the poor performance of the model due to insufficient training samples and 

differences in offline feature calculations. Before the model is officially deployed, it needs to 

pass the model test. Model testing is carried out in a gray-scale release environment, all 

simulating the operation of the production environment. The offline features are also completed 

by the offline computing module, and the online features are completed by the online 

computing module through the parallel distribution of real-time data. Finally, the model test 

results are compared with the training results in the modeling environment, including the 

consistency of the feature calculation results and the consistency of the score distribution 

results. The former is used to find defects in feature selection, and the latter is used to find 

defects in algorithm selection. 

 

5.3.3. Model running 

After passing the model test, the model file is officially deployed in the production 

environment. During deployment, different operating modes need to be configured according 

to the adaptation scenarios of the model, including online models and offline models. The 

former is mainly applicable to real-time anti-fraud scenarios, which require real-time evaluation 
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of each transaction, such as anti-telecom fraud scenarios. The latter is suitable for non-real-time 

risk prevention and control scenarios, such as money laundering network detection and gang 

cash-out detection. On the one hand, the result of the model operation is called by the decision 

engine layer, and on the other hand, it is also synchronously recorded in the risk data layer as a 

training sample for the continuous iteration of the model. 

 

5.4. Decision engine layer 

The decision engine layer mainly completes the matching of risk prevention and control 

rules and the execution of decision actions by calling the feature calculation layer and the risk 

model layer based on real-time events. The relevant functional modules are shown in [Figure 

5]. 

 

Real Time Event Triggering

Perform The Action

Rule Base

Simple Rules

Rules And Models

Rule Management

Conditional 
Configuration

Action Configuration

 

Figure 5. Decision engine layer structure 

5.4.1. Rule base 

The rule base is composed of specific rule conditions, and a single condition can be 

expressed as a left operand, a right operand, and a relational operator. Operands can be 

abstracted into different types such as current transaction elements, previous transaction 

elements, online features, offline features, and collections. Relational operators include greater 

than, equal to, belongs to, does not belong to, contains, does not contain, and regular expression 

matching. The conditions are generally combined with AND/OR logical relations. If the 

conditions do not refer to the calculation result of the model, it is a simple rule, otherwise, it is 

a complex rule. 

 

5.4.2. Action execution 

When all the conditions of a rule are met, subsequent risk prevention and control actions 

need to be executed. According to the different risk levels of the hit rules, corresponding actions 

will be performed, including blocking interception, suspending waiting, and prompting 

warnings. Blocking the interception will directly cause the current transaction to fail, which is 

the most stringent intervention measure; the pending transaction is to give a second 

confirmation opportunity, prompting early warning does not affect the authority of the current 

transaction. In addition, the action of adding the list can be superimposed, and the user will 

automatically add a certain element of the current transaction to the black/white/grey list. 
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5.4.3. Rule management 

The operator configures the conditions and tasks of the rule through the interactive page. To 

improve the efficiency of rule editing, the reuse of rule templates should generally be supported. 

 

5.5. Business access layer 

The business access layer is responsible for collecting real-time data according to the needs 

of risk prevention and control scenarios, mainly including element filtering and list matching 

function modules as shown in [Figure 6]. 

 

Trading 
Information

Account 
Information

Equipment 
Information

Data Acquisition Filter

Whitelist Matching

Blacklist Matching

Filter Configuration

Whitelist Configuration

Blacklist Configuration
 

Figure 6. The business access layer structure 

5.5.1. Filtering risk prevention and control elements 

Risk prevention and control first need to identify the current risk prevention and control 

scenarios, such as login, transfer, and account opening. And according to the filter configuration 

corresponding to the scene, complete the filtering of specific risk prevention and control 

elements. Risk prevention and control elements mainly include transaction information, 

account information, and equipment information, among which transaction information 

includes main account number, mobile phone number, transaction time, transaction amount, 

transaction area, etc. The account information includes account opening time, available quota, 

etc., and device information includes GPS location, device fingerprints, etc. In addition, while 

filtering the elements, it is necessary to check the legality of the fields of each element to avoid 

interference with the judgment of the risk prevention and control platform through malicious 

tampering of messages. 

 

5.5.2. Matching list 

List matching includes whitelist matching and blacklist matching. If the transaction is 

matched to the whitelist, the transaction will be released directly, and the blacklist will be 

blocked directly. The update of the list comes from three aspects: automatic addition based on 

related actions triggered by rules, active addition by business personnel based on survey 

feedback, and manual addition based on industry sharing. 
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6. Application cases 

Based on the design framework and implementation method of the intelligent risk prevention 

and control platform proposed in this paper, a financial institution reconstructed and upgraded 

the existing system to create an intelligent anti-fraud risk prevention and control platform. At 

the bottom of the platform, a data mart is built to realize the collection, storage, and 

management of multi-source heterogeneous data generated in various businesses such as 

account opening, payment, transfer, and cash withdrawal; above the data mart is a portrait tag 

library, which is integrated Various AI technologies such as pattern recognition, natural 

language processing, and complex networks analysis and my customer behavior characteristics 

from multiple dimensions such as people, cards, equipment, merchants, etc., and deposit them 

into portrait tags. The tag scale reaches 2 billion levels and tens of millions per month. The 

speed of the stage increases. 

For each transaction, the exchange processing center will forward the transaction message 

to the measurement risk scoring model engine in real-time. The scoring model is based on 

current transaction elements and historical portrait features. Through the real-time streaming 

calculation engine, the feature calculation and the quantitative evaluation of the risk degree of 

the current transaction are completed in milliseconds. The evaluation results are output in the 

form of points to the acquiring transaction monitoring engine and the issuing transaction 

monitoring engine. Subsequently, the two engines respectively complete the decision based on 

the quantitative score from the dimensions of the card and the merchant and return the decision 

result to the risk scoring model engine, and the scoring model completes the calculation of the 

comprehensive decision result. Then, the exchange processing center implements actions such 

as interception, suspension, secondary verification, or release of the current transaction based 

on the result of the comprehensive decision, thereby completing the risk prevention and control 

decision of the entire real-time transaction. To reduce the impact on the success rate of the 

transaction, the entire decision-making process mentioned above will be completed within 50 

milliseconds. In addition, risk prevention and control operators can investigate and process 

cards and merchants that are at risk, and constantly adjust and optimize features, models, and 

rule configurations based on the investigation situation to ensure that the platform is always 

running in the best state. 
 

7. Conclusion 

There is no end to the development of big data intelligent risk prevention and control. As the 

fifth generation of mobile communications, Internet of Things, blockchain, AI, and other new-

generation information technologies become more mature, finance and technology will be 

further integrated, and intelligent risk prevention and control platforms are gaining ground. 

There is a broader space for development in the entire chain of businesses such as customer 

service, credit extension, anti-fraud, and marketing. For the application of the intelligent risk 

prevention and control platform, based on the current problems and status quo, this article puts 

forward the following suggestions. 

The rapid development of big data technology is also accompanied by hidden dangers of 

data abuse and information leakage that cannot be ignored. Enterprises must regard legal 

development as a red line for survival and develop business in compliance with laws, 

regulations, and regulatory requirements. In the process of data collection, data storage, and 

data sharing, the requirements for supervision, privacy protection, and security should be met 

to ensure that the acquisition of customer data is legal. 
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Technology-driven is the foundation of the big data intelligent risk prevention and control 

industry, giving full play to the advantages of cutting-edge technologies such as machine 

learning, complex networks, blockchain, and cloud computing. Strengthen the research and 

application of intelligent risk prevention and control. 

Business development is the fundamental goal of an enterprise, and risk control is a means 

to achieve and guarantee business development. The construction of an intelligent risk 

prevention and control platform needs to be based on current business needs, unify with the 

company's development goals, and achieve the coordination of business and risk control, to 

ensure long-term development. 
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